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Abstract
Mobile cloud computing utilizes virtualized cloud computing technologies in the mobile Internet. To improve Quality of Service
(QoS) and execution efficiency of mobile cloud applications, we propose a novel computing scheme called “Follow-Me” (FM),
which is based on live wide-area virtual machine (VM) migration. In a virtualized mobile cloud environment based on the VMs of
cloud side and mobile devices of user side, the purpose of the proposed FM scheme is to migrate the corresponding VM in real-time
when a mobile device moves from one service area to another. FM obtains the current positions of mobile devices, estimates the next
servicing areas, and finally migrates the VMs along with the mobile users’ movement. The proposed FM scheme has been tested in
an experimental environment by using the CloudSim platform. The experimental results demonstrate that FM evidently improves the
QoS of mobile cloud computing compared with the existing approaches. FM achieves a better average service response time, a
clearly smaller error rate and consumes less energy.
Keywords: Mobile Cloud Computing, Mobile Device, Virtual Machine, Area Localization, Live Wide-Area Migration

in a cloud data center. It is envisioned that mobile cloud
computing will play a crucial role in people’s daily life in
the near future. Figure 1 shows the differences between
single-machine computing and mobile cloud computing
where an application is partitioned and some parts are
executed in a VM at a remote data center. The distributed
execution at mobile devices and mobile clouds can be
done automatically or semi-automatically.

1 Introduction
Cloud computing [1, 2] is the development of parallel
computing, distributed computing and grid computing. It
distributes the computation tasks into a resource pool
composed by great amounts of computing resources, and
makes users on-demand obtainable computing power,
storage space and information services. With the vigorous
development of the mobile Internet, the cloud computing
services based on mobile devices such as mobile phones,
tablet PCs, etc. have emerged and been widely used for
the fields of information sharing, mobile learning, ecommerce, home monitoring and mobile health etc.
Mobile cloud computing is not only a kind of IT
resources but also a delivery and utilization mode of
information and services. It obtains the required
infrastructures, platforms and software (applications) etc.
in an on-demand and scalable manner through the
underlying mobile Internet. Mobile cloud computing
applies cloud computing technology into mobile Internet.
Mobile devices are limited to its battery capacity and
computing power, which has been always hampering the
development of mobile computing. However, in mobile
cloud computing system, mobile applications can be
partitioned into several computation modules or
components. The complicated computations of a mobile
application will be performed on a VM, which is located

FIGURE 1 The system model of transforming a single-machine
execution (mobile device computing) into a distributed execution
(mobile device and cloud computing) (semi)-automatically
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The performance of mobile applications running on
mobile cloud computing environments is mainly affected
by three aspects: the computation in mobile device side,
the computation in the corresponding VM side and the
communication (mainly the wireless part) between the
two sides. Since a cloud data center has large amount of
resources, generally the computation cost of a mobile
application in the corresponding VM is very little in
comparison with it on the mobile device and normally
negligible. The computation performance of mobile
device side can also be improved by well-designed
partition approaches, such as [3-5]. Due to the
unreliability nature of the wireless communication, the
mobile wireless network becomes the bottleneck of the
performance of mobile cloud computing. To relieve this
bottleneck, the transmission distance between a mobile
device and its corresponding VM should be kept as short
as possible. As shown in Figure 2, Mobile Device A in
Area A is served by Cloud Data Center A, i.e. the
corresponding VM of Mobile Device A in Cloud Data
Center A is communicating with Mobile Device A. If
Mobile Device A moves into Area B, which is far away
from Area A, the wireless distance, for which it
communicates with its VM located in Cloud Data Center
A will become longer or even unreachable. This will
seriously affect the QoS of mobile cloud applications and
mobile users will take no advantage from mobile cloud
computing. Assume that there are Cloud Data Center B
and Access Point B in the nearby areas, and which are
from the same provider. If the VM of mobile device A in
Cloud Data Center A moves into Area B, it will be able
to communicate with its VM locally by Access Point B
and thus the reliability of the communication and to the
QoS of the mobile cloud computing services can be much
improved. To address this problem and achieve this goal,
we propose a novel computing scheme called “Follow
Me” (FM). It has abilities in efficiently moving the VM
into the nearest cloud data center along with the mobile
device’s movement. It can minimize the communication
cost and greatly improve the QoS and finally provide
better and more efficient mobile cloud computing
services.
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FM scheme are discussed in detail in Section 3. Section 4
reports the experimental results and analysis on
CloudSim platform. Section 5 concludes the paper and
lists our future work.
2 Related work
To the authors’ best knowledge, very little research work
on the problem of moving the VM of a mobile device
from a source cloud data center to a approaching target
cloud data center has been done. . Most related research
is focused on some similar problems such as improving
the performance and QoS of mobile cloud computing.
The applications in mobile cloud computing systems
run diverse workloads under diverse device platforms,
networks and clouds. Traditionally these applications are
statically partitioned between less-powerful devices and
powerful clouds, thus their execution may be
significantly inefficient in heterogeneous environments
and with different workloads. Byung-Gon and Petros in
[4] proposed an approach of dynamic partitioning of
applications between weak devices and clouds and argued
that dynamic partitioning is the key to addressing
heterogeneity problems. The authors found that most of
the mobile applications running on mobile devices can be
restructured so that they can be statically partitioned
between the weak device and a server running in the
cloud.
Jung et al. in [6] proposed to exploit the potential of
smart phones in proximity cooperatively, using their
resources to reduce the demand on the cellular
infrastructure, through a decision framework called
RACE (Resource Aware Collaborative Execution).
RACE enables the use of other mobile devices in the
proximity as mobile data relays. RACE is a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) optimization framework that
takes user profiles and user preferences to determine the
degree of collaboration. Both centralized and
decentralized policies are developed and validated
through simulation using real mobile usage traces.
In [7], Klein et al. proposed an architecture to provide
an intelligent network access strategy for mobile users to
meet the application requirements. The authors proposed
a so called Context Management Architecture (CMA)
which is responsible for acquiring, processing, managing,
and delivering context information. Finally, the authors
presented a context-aware radio network simulator
(CORAS) that was able to model context availability,
accuracy, and delay, thus enabling an evaluation of the
impact of different levels of context relevance,
confidence, and quality on simulation results.
Zhang et al. in [8] designed and constructed a multihop networking system named MoNet based on WiFi,
and on top of which they designed and implemented
WiFace, a privacy-aware geosocial networking service.
For the situation without any infrastructure, they designed
a distributed content sharing protocol, which can
significantly shorten the relay path, reduce conflicts and

FIGURE 2 Traditional model of mobile cloud computing services

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we present the related work. The reasonable
prerequisites, the algorithm and implementation of the
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improve data persistence and availability. A role strategy
was designed to encourage users to collaborate in the
network. Furthermore, a key management and an
authorization mechanism were developed to prevent
some attacks and protect privacy.
Kovachev et al. in [9] proposed a Mobile Community
Cloud Platform (MCCP) as a cloud computing system
that can leverage the full potential of mobile community
growth. An analysis of the core requirements of common
mobile communities is provided before they present the
design of their cloud computing architecture that supports
building and evolving of mobile communities.
Liang et al. in [10] proposed a Security Service
Admission Model (SSAM) based on Semi-Markov
Decision Process to model the system reward for the
cloud provider. They first define system states by a tuple
represented by the numbers of cloud users and their
associated security service categories, and current event
type (i.e., arrival or departure). They also derived the
system steady-state probability and service request
blocking probability by using the proposed SSAM. The
approach provided strong security protection while
achieving resource management for the maximum
revenue.
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wide-area VM migration, which involves the migration of
memory and status, the memory of VM disk-image and
the redirection of wide-area network. More Specifically,
FM firstly performs a decision of area location of the
mobile device according to some existing method [13];
secondly, it calculates the two distances from a mobile
device to the cloud data centre, which its VM is located
in and to the cloud data centre, which mobile device is
approaching to; thirdly, FM compares the two distances.
If the former is larger, FM does not do anything. Once
the latter is larger, FM will perform a live wide-area VM
migration of the corresponding VM located in source
cloud data centre. To achieve the efficient live wide-area
VM migration proposed in FM, we have employed our
previously proposed live VM migration mechanism
HMDC used for live local-area VM runtime states
migration [14] as well as we have combined the
composed image cloning (CIC) methodology and widearea network redirection methodology with the HMDC
approach to address the problems of wide-area VM
migration and thus to achieve the fast and efficient live
wide-area VM migration mechanism used in the
proposed FM approach. After the VM has migrated and
resumed running in the target cloud data centre, the
mobile device will begin to be connected to the wireless
access point located in target area and communicate with
the target VM located in target cloud data centre, as show
in Figure 3; finally, source VM is deleted. FM keeps on
monitoring the signals from all mobile devices and
repeats this process.

3 The proposed FM scheme
3.1 PREREQUISITES
In this paper, we assume that all the target areas, which a
mobile device may leave for have mobile cloud data
centres owned by the same provider. The storages of all
cloud data centres of a provider are distributed and shared
[11]. This assumption can be easily relieved for the
service areas, which belong to different providers, if
certain level of trust can be built between the providers.
In the proposed FM approach, the disk-image of a
migrated VM will also be migrated for the reason of
efficient access and better QoS performance. In another
word, the migration of a VM consists of the memory of
VM, its running-time status [12] (including CPU,
registers, I/O states), VM disk-image and the related
information for network recovery.
We further assume that the network connections
between the mobile cloud data centres are wired, highspeed and reliable (e.g. by optical fibers). In addition, we
assume the mobile applications can tolerant short period
of inaccessibility during VM migration. Like other
research work, e.g. [11, 12], these assumptions are
believed not to affect to the performance and efficiency
of the proposed FM scheme.

FIGURE 3 FM model of mobile cloud computing services

3.3 IMPLEMENTATION
The detailed processes of the FM scheme are described as
follows:
Target area localization of mobile device A: mobile
device A is moving from area A to target area B. Once
the mobile device is connected to wireless access point A,
the position of mobile device A will be obtained by FM.
This can be done by searching a pre-defined table, for
instance. The part is not the focus of this paper.
Distance Calculation: as show in Figure 4, after FM
has obtained the position of mobile device A
continuously, it would find that mobile device A is
getting closer to cloud data centre B. FM calculates the
distance l from mobile device A to cloud data centre B

3.2 THE FM SCHEME
The proposed FM Scheme is designed to improve the
performance and efficiency of mobile cloud computing.
Actually, FM is a placement selection policy of mobile
devices’ VMs and it is based on area localization and live
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and the distance h from mobile device A to cloud data
centre A which its VM is running in continuously. As
long as it finds that l is smaller than h, FM will perform
the follow steps. If l is bigger than h, FM will continue to
monitor and calculate. Furthermore, if there are more
cloud data centres available in the vicinity of mobile
device A, FM will calculate the distance between the
mobile device and each of the areas and once there is one
distance being gradually smaller than the distance from
mobile device A to current cloud data centre, FM will
move the VM to that cloud data centre.
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host with source VM running. During this process, if a
page is to be overwritten, its original data will be copied
to memory cache at first. All pages dirtied are marked to
dirty_page bitmap and idle dirty pages are marked using
a special mark during total memory copy. While total
memory copy is completed, the source VM stops running.
After source VM stops running, source host looks up
cache blocks of dirty pages marked in dirty_page bitmap.
If the old version of a dirty page is cached in memory
cache, the flag bit of the memory page is denoted by “1”.
If not, is denoted by “0”. After all dirty pages have been
checked, source host generates a new bitmap called
cache_bitmap, which marks all dirty pages whose old
versions are cached in source host. Then source host
copies the two bitmaps to target VM. As illustrated in
Fig.5, after target VM receives them, according to the
number of dirty pages marked in cache_bitmap, target
host opens up memory cache and caches the
corresponding memory pages to memory cache. At the
same time, an AMT (address mapping table) to maintain
the cache mapping is created. Finally, it sets the lowest
EPT (Extending Page Table) items of all dirty pages to
“non-present” according to dirty_page bitmap. Memory
cache of source and target will be recycled once its data
has been used so that the approach does not generate
extra space overhead. During source VM’s stopping
running, an IP tunnel [17] between the old IP address at
the source and its new IP at the target will also be set
with the help of iproute2. In addition, the other runtime
data including CPU status and I/O states etc. will be
transmitted to target host in the process.

FIGURE 4 An example of mobile cloud computing model

Live wide-area VM migration: once the FM approach
determines that a VM needs to be migrated, it begins to
perform the live wide-area migration process of the VM.
The live wide-area VM migration includes three main
tasks: runtime states (memory and status) migration, VM
disk-image migration and wide-area network recovery.
The proposed FM approach assumes each VM is
composed of two elements: the composed VM diskimage and the user work directory, both stored inside a
NAS of the cloud where the VM is hosted [15]. Each
cloud data centre holds its own VM components
repository and NAS. The repository contains a set of VM
components, whereas the NAS contains the storage of
each VM (the composable and user data blocks). As
mentioned above, cloud data centres are connected with
each other through high-speed wired networks. When FM
needs to migrate a VM, first of all it will send
information to target cloud data centre in order to tell it
which components the migrant VM is formed by. The
target cloud checks in its own repository and notifies
source cloud which components it does not hold. Thus,
target cloud copies the components from the repository of
source cloud, once it holds all the required VM
components, it locally clones the composed VM diskimage of the migrant VM. Then, source cloud begins to
migrate the memory and status with the proposed HMDC
approach. At this point, we assume that target cloud has
determined the target host by a specific placement
selection policy.
Source host utilizes dynamic ballooning mechanism
[16] to recycle idle pages of source VM to reduce total
data transmitted. Source host opens up memory cache of
source VM. The total memory is transmitted to target

FIGURE 5 The process of bitmaps copy.

Target VM resumes running and source host begins
pushing dirty pages periodically. The algorithm sets a
timer. If the timer times out, according to
dirtypage_bitmap, HMDC copies non-idle dirty pages to
a pushing queue until it is full or dirty pages are
exhausted. After a process of active push is completed,
the timer restarts. If during timing receiving a page
request, source host immediately suspends the timer and
copies the page requested to the pushing queue.
Subsequently according to the principle of locality, also
copies its left and right neighbour dirty pages to the
pushing queue until it is full or the dirty pages are
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exhausted. The timer resumes timing after sending the
queue. If the dirty pages to be transmitted have the cache
of old versions, the algorithm performs delta compression
on the dirty pages. It firstly computes the delta page by
applying XOR on the current and previous version of a
page, and then get the delta compression page by
compressing the delta page using XOR binary RLE
algorithm [18]. Finally, a delta compression flag is set in
the page header. Source host replaces dirty pages with
their delta compression pages and sends the queue to
target host. Finally, the corresponding cache blocks are
recycled by VMM (virtual machine monitor). If the old
versions of pages do not exist in memory cache, source
host directly transmits dirty pages to target host. Delta
compression should consume a minimum of CPU
resources, both for cache hits and cache misses to not
slow down the migration process or disrupt the
performance of VM. Accordingly, a 2-way set associative
caching scheme is employed.
At the same time when target VM resumes running,
target host begins performing demand paging. While the
pages marked in dirtypage_bitmap are accessed, memory
access faults will occur and then be fallen into VMM
kernel to be captured by the algorithm. If the page is not
an idle dirty page, with target VM suspended a page
request will be sent to source host. Source host transmits
a set of pages, which include the requested page to target
host as its response. Target host receives the response and
updates memory pages correspondingly. Then target VM
resumes running. If the requested page is an idle dirty
page, target host does not send the request to source host
but directly allocates a memory page to target VM from
the local. Subsequently target VM immediately resumes
running. During target VM running, target VM will
receive dirty pages from source VM periodically. For
target VM, both the response of a dirty page request and
the active push of source host are checked whether they
have delta compression flags. If yes, the algorithm firstly
decompresses the pages to get delta pages and then
rebuilds the new pages by applying XOR on the delta
pages and the old versions cached in target host. The
algorithm updates the memory pages using the new
rebuilt pages and recycles the cache blocks to VMM. If
no, the algorithm directly updates the pages. According to
dirtypage_bitmap, while all dirty pages have been
synchronized, memory migration will ends. Furthermore,
after target VM resumes running, the algorithm begins
forwarding all pockets, which arrive at source VM for the
VM’s old IP address to the target through the IP tunnel.
In target host, the target VM has two IP addresses: its old
one, used by existing connections through the tunnel, and
its new one, used by new connections directly. The IP
tunnel is torn down when no connections remain use the
VM’s old IP address. When the migration has completed
and the VM can respond at its new network location, the
dynamic DNS entry [19] for the services the VM
provides will be updated in order to ensure that future
connections are directed to the VM’s new IP address [20].
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It is notable that the packets, which arrive during VM
downtime have to either be dropped or queued. The
proposed FM approach will utilize iptables to drop them
in order to avoid connections reset.
Although the proposed FM approach has exploited
composed image cloning methodology to reduce the size
of a VM disk-image and thus to make the algorithm need
only to transmit zero or several small components
through network before live migration of runtime states,
the user data blocks which may be accessed at any time
during VM running has not yet been migrated to target
host. To address this problem of live migration of the
user data blocks (the user wok directory), we have
introduced a storage access mechanism into the proposed
FM approach. It is composed of two main objects: a
storage server and a proxy server of a block-level storage
I/O protocol (e.g. iSCSI and NBD). FM has employed the
NBD protocol due to its simple and plain. Source and
target host nodes are connected to the storage and proxy
server, respectively, by the NBD protocol, using TCP/IP.
A VM accesses virtual disks via block device files (e.g.
/dev/nbd0) on a host operating system. Before live
migration, it works in the same manner as a normal NBD
storage server, which redirects I/O requests from the VM
to a disk image file. After FM starts live migration, the
mechanism works together with memory migration. Once
the target VM resumes running in target host during the
live migration of memory, all I/O is performed at the
target via the proxy server. When a user data block is
accessed and it is not cached to the proxy server, it
redirects the I/O requests to the storage server at the
source and also caches the disk blocks to a local file at
the proxy server node. This is similar to the demand
paging of memory migration. The proxy server keeps on
remote block copies through an NBD connection until all
user data blocks are cached at the target. The background
copying mechanism that copies the rest of the in-use
blocks which still remain at the source is the same as the
active push mechanism of memory migration. Afterwards,
the proxy server terminates the NBD connection and the
VM does not have to rely on the storage server at the
source. It continues to work in the same way before
migration [21].
After the downloading of small components, the live
migration of runtime states, the redirection of wide-area
network and the migration of the user data blocks have
been completed, the whole live wide-area VM migration
will be completed. When mobile device A needs mobile
cloud computing services and communicate with its VM,
it will be connected to access point B and interact with
the target VM. The target VM provides mobile cloud
computing services to mobile device A. The source VM
is then deleted. FM continues to monitor all mobile
devices and repeat the above algorithm process.
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4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIOS
In this section, we will experimentally verify the
proposed FM scheme. We conduct several simulations to
study the performance and efficiency of the proposed FM
scheme for improving QoS of mobile cloud computing
services relying on effective VM migration. We
implemented the proposed FM scheme and its algorithm
by using CloudSim 2.0 [22]. CloudSim is an extensible
simulation toolkit that enables modeling and simulation
of cloud computing environment and supports modeling
and creation of VMs on a simulated node of a data centre,
etc [23-24]. In our experiments, the live wide-area
migration process is ignored and the default migration
mechanism in CloudSim is employed so it will not affect
the comparison of the experimental results. The
effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed FM
scheme are evaluated mainly on the average service
response time (delay time), energy consumption and error
rate, via comparing with the traditional models of mobile
cloud computing services.
On CloudSim platform, we create two cloud data
centres A and B. Each cloud data centre is composed of
five hosts. There are two VMs running in each host at the
beginning. Besides, we create an independent host A
running Android OS to simulate our mobile device A.
The host A can be regarded as mobile device A by
adjusting its communication bandwidth with cloud data
centres A and B. The communication bandwidth is larger
and the distance from mobile device A to the cloud data
centre is shorter. The mentioned bandwidth refers to
available wireless bandwidth. With the distance gradually
increasing, the available wireless bandwidth will decrease
since the link path is longer and the loss of network
signals is higher as well as the probability with which the
bottleneck link is encountered is higher. In our simulation,
we use the smooth curve of inverse proportion function to
measure the relationship between the bandwidth and the
distance.

Bandwidth
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host A can be updated randomly and it is limited within
the rectangle formed by cloud data centre A and cloud
data centre B, as shown in Figure 6.

4 Evaluation

k
, ( Dis tan ce 0) ,
Dis tan ce

FIGURE 6 Positions in the rectangular coordinate system

In cloud data centre A, we set a VM as the source VM
of mobile device A. It uses Android OS and executes a
simulated mobile cloud service. The host A sends the
service request to the VM periodically. After receiving a
request, the VM will respond the request and send a
response data to the host A. In CloudSim platform, we
have implemented the simulation process of the proposed
FM algorithm and processes. The host A sends simulated
signals to the FM process periodically to make FM obtain
its position. In addition, the traditional model is also
implemented through the absence of the VM migration
process.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the first set of experiments, we have verified the
feasibility, effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
FM approach by comparing with the traditional approach
on the average service response time (i.e. delay time). As
shown in Figure 7, we can find that the average service
response time of the proposed FM approach is shorter
than that of the traditional approach all the way. The
reason for the experimental result is that the proposed FM
approach has abilities in making the VM providing
mobile cloud computing services follow its mobile device.
This will reduce intermediate links and indirectly
increase the effective available bandwidth and throughput
of their interaction with each other as well as to thus
achieve a better average service response time finally.

(1)

where k is a positive degree coefficient. The cloud data
centre A, cloud data centre B and host A have a
coordinate attribute (i.e. (x, y)) respectively as shown in
Table I to denote their positions.
TABLE 1 Position coordinates
Cloud data centre A
Cloud data centre B
Host A

(0, 0)
(x1, y1)
(x2, y2)

The position of cloud data centre A is set as the origin
of a rectangular coordinate system. The position of cloud
data centre B is initialized at random. The position of

FIGURE 7 Comparison of average service response time
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In the second set of experiments, we have compared
the proposed FM approach with the traditional approach
on the error rate of network communication. We analyze
the proposed FM approach and the traditional approach
by the statistics of error rate of every day on the
communication data between mobile device (the host A)
and its VM. Figure 8 shows the comparison of the
traditional approach and FM approach in error rate. The
experimental result indicates that compared with the
traditional approach, FM has achieved a clearly smaller
error rate. And as the time increases, the error rate of FM
is more stable. This is because a better available network
bandwidth, a better communications link and the absence
of intermediate link will lead to a better communication
quality and make the errors not easy to produce.
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as the time increases, the incremental energy
consumption of FM is less than that of the traditional
approach. The reason for the experimental result is that
FM makes the interaction between mobile device and its
VM not need more transmission of intermediate nodes. In
other words, the FM approach has made the mobile
device’s communication with its VM achieved in a
relatively shortest link. As a result, it consumes much less
energy.
5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient “Follow Me”
mobile computing scheme FM, which selects VM
placements dynamically and migrate VMs effectively.
FM scheme is designed for improving QoS and efficiency
based on live wide-area VM migration in mobile cloud
computing environments. Based on the mobile network
features, in particular network bandwidth and network
delay, the FM algorithm takes into account the distance
between mobile device and its VMs. When a mobile
device moves to other areas, the corresponding VM
providing services to the mobile device will also be
dynamically moved to that area in order to obtain better
QoS. FM has achieved the live wide-area migration of
VM based on obtaining the position of mobile device in
real time and thus to make that the VM follows its mobile
user come true. To achieve a ‘Follow-Me’ policy and the
live wide-area VM migration based on it, FM has not
only exploited the wireless positioning technology and
proposed the method of comparing the distances to
achieve the trigger mechanism of migration, but also
combined live local-area migration mechanism HMDC
with the composed image cloning (CIC) methodology
and wide-area network redirection methodology to
achieve the efficient live wide-area VM migration
mechanism. The final experimental results demonstrate
that FM evidently improves the performance, efficiency
and QoS of mobile cloud computing with the user
moving compared with the traditional approach. FM has
the better average response time and error rate as well as
has a less energy consumption. It makes the result of
mobile cloud computing higher effective and more
meaningful.
Aiming to further improve the performance of FM,
we plan to study the robustness of FM in the future. In
the cases of power outage or server crash, etc., FM should
have the abilities of recovering the original VM and runtime data. As a future work, we will implement a
prototype of the FM scheme to further study the energy
efficiency aspect and the throughput of a FM scheme
implemented mobile cloud network.

FIGURE 8 Comparison of error rate

In the third set of experiments, we have verified the
proposed FM approach by evaluation of energy
consumption of the whole system. The energy
consumption of the two systems implementing the FM
approach and traditional approach is compared to test the
performance and efficiency of the FM approach. We
analyze the two approaches by statistics of energy
consumption of each hour in the whole system. The
experimental result is as shown in Figure 9.
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